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Abstract: The paper analyses the thermodynamic feasibility of an innovative Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) recovery system. Among the many applications of this device, particular interest covers the application as bottoming systems for the exploitation of wasted heat from the exhaust gases of an ordinary ICE. The vehicle thermal source can be either a typical diesel engine (1400 cc) or a small gas turbine set (15-30 kW). The sensible heat recovered from the exhaust gases feeds the energy recovery system that can produce sufficient extra power to sustain the conditioning system and other auxiliaries. The concept is suitable for all types of thermally propelled vehicles, but it is studied here for automotive applications. The characteristics of the organic cycle-based recovery system are discussed, and a preliminary design of the main component, such as expander is presented. The main challenge are the imposed size and weight limitations that require a particular design. A possible system layout is analyzed and the requirements for a prototympal application are investigated.
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1. Introduction

In a context where energy resources are even more expensive and rare and the pollution is one of the most important issues, the researchers try to increase the efficiencies of energy conversion systems
to reduce the emissions and the fuel consumption. For example internal combustion engines (ICE),
commonly used for automotive and often for electrical generation, are characterized by an average
efficiency of 35%. It means that two third of the energy is wasted during the cycle. The energy
recovery could be a good way to increase the overall efficiency of such systems. The system can be
considered as a combined cycle where the heat of the exhaust gases is the “fuel” of the bottoming
system. This approach is general and it is possible, theoretically, to couple a bottoming system to every
cycle having a discharging temperature higher than the environment one. However if the temperature
of the exhaust gases is not sufficiently high it is not possible to use a common Rankine Cycle (RC) as
bottoming system, because the efficiency will be too much low. The limit of Rankine Cycle for this
application is not determined by the technology, the main problems are related to the proprieties of the
working fluid, water. For these applications, it is more convenient to use organic fluids, commonly
used in the refrigerant cycles. A Rankine Cycle operating with such fluids is called Organic Rankine
Cycle (ORC). In the most simple configuration, an ORC is composed, generally, by an heat recovery
steam generator, an expander to recover energy from the fluid, a condenser where the fluid
condensates and a pump. The cycle is obviously closed because the organic fluids are expensive and
they cannot be discharged in the environment.

The Organic Rankine Cycles could be applied to many low-temperature heat sources, such as
geothermic, solar, biomass or heat recovery from combustion. The configuration of the cycle could be
change to obtain the optimal efficiency for the actual application and for the size of the plant.

As analyzed by [1] several studies and applications of Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) systems for
recovering waste heat can be found in literature. There is a wide range of heat sources which can be
applied to the ORC systems such as waste heat from the condenser of a conventional or a nuclear
power plant [2], waste heat from industrial processes [3,4], solar radiation [5], and geothermal energy
[6].

In [7] the potential improvement of the overall efficiency of a heavy-duty truck diesel engine
equipped with an ORC bottoming cycle is investigated. In this work a small-scale ORC energy recovery system fed by the exhaust gases of the diesel engine or GT device has been considered and analyzed.

Actually small scale plants are considered too much expensive and ORC with a power less than
10kW are uncommon.

The aim of this paper is to verify the thermodynamic feasibility of the proposed system and to start
a preliminary design of the expander at this small scale. The novelty lies in this component (dynamic
expander instead a common scroll or screw expander) and its application as a system of heat recovery
from exhaust gas. To illustrate the design procedure, it was necessary to briefly describe the fluid
operating and architecture of our system. Once the structure and the layout of the ORC have
established, the simulation was carried out. This simulation data were input data for the expander
preliminary design.

2. Organic fluids

The first step was, therefore, to choose the working fluid. After various tests, which were not
reported, but that were made in previous papers [8], has been chosen the fluid: R245fa.
It is considered need to supply a small description about this type of fluid and their peculiar characteristics.

Compared to water, organic fluids present interesting thermodynamic properties for heat recovery from low temperature sources:
1. a lower vaporization heat;
2. a lower vaporization temperature at the same pressure than water;
3. some of them have a positive slope of the saturation vapor curve;
4. a high heat capacity due to their molecular length.

First three properties allow to use low temperature sources, the fourth consents to have an expansion from a non-superheated vapor point without enter in the vapor dome. This aspect is fundamental, because it is not necessary to superheat the fluid because at the end of the expansion the fluid is still in the vapor (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2) phase avoiding any problems in the expander, especially if it is a turbine.

Some authors [9] list their properties and the best applications in terms of expander type and temperature source; others researchers [10] screens 20 different organic fluids for exhaust heat recovery of an Internal Combustion Engine. In theory, the first step in an ORC design is the choice of the fluid based on the source; in practice, most used fluids are three:
1. R134a (1,1,1,2-Tetrafluoroethane)
2. R123 (2,2-Dichloro-1,1,1-trifluoroethane)
3. R245fa (1,1,1,3,3-Pentafluoropropane)

In addition to the thermodynamically properties, the organic fluids for ORC have to be secure for people and environment:
1. No flammable
2. No explosive
3. Non-toxic
4. Low Ozone Depletion Potential (ODP)
5. Low Global Warming Potential (GWP)

**Figure 1.** thermodynamic characteristics for an organic fluid
Figure 2. Comparison between water and an organic fluid phase-change characteristics during heat exchange

2.1 R245fa

The 1,1,1,3,3-Pentafluoropropane, also named as R245fa, is a hydrofluorocarbon, is common in ORC applications, thanks to the following properties:

1. A positive slope of the saturated vapour curve
2. No superheating needed

Safety properties:

1. It doesn’t damage the ozone layer
2. It’s nearly non-toxic
3. No degradation at the temperature of the cycle [11]

Figure 3: R245fa Pressure-Enthalpy diagram
Table 1. R245fa properties [11]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum $p_{ev}$</td>
<td>2,8MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum $T_{ev}$</td>
<td>140°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum $p_{con}$</td>
<td>149,4kPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum $T_{con}$</td>
<td>20°C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Properties of HFC-245fa

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chemical Name</td>
<td>1,1,1,3,3-pentafluoropropane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecular Formula</td>
<td>CF3CH2CHF2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecular Weight</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flammability Limits in Air @ 1atm**</td>
<td>Non</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flash Point *</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Solubility in HFC-245fa</td>
<td>1600 ppm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASHRAE Safety Group Classification</td>
<td>B1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Properties at 77 °F / 25 °C unless noted otherwise
**NIST Refprop v 7.0

The main properties of the R245fa are reported in Table 1 and its pressure-enthalpy diagram is shown in Fig.3

The properties of the organic fluids influence the design of the expander, especially if it is a radial turbine.

One of the limit in the radial turbines is the Mach number. The big molar mass and the low temperature give a lower speed of sound than steam water, thus the velocities must be lower to have a subsonic flow and avoiding additional shock losses.

Since the density of organic fluids are larger than water, the overall dimensions of the turbine are smaller.

The low nominal power of the plant, the small flow rate and the high pressure ratio lead to choose a single-stage radial turbine. To design the expander, it is necessary to evaluate the operative condition of the turbine, in terms of temperature and pressure, by means a process simulator.

3 Objective of the study
As previously described, the purpose of the paper is to design the expander. In usual practice, this component a scroll or a screw ones. In this case, we tried to see the feasibility of using a dynamic expander. In order to complete this procedure, it was needed to briefly describe other types of machine. In fact, the expander is the fundamental component of the ORC and several types of expander are used:

- Turbines
- Scroll expanders
- Screw expanders

Turbines are not very suitable for ORC especially for small-scale plants, but they have the advantage of small dimensions [12]. A thermo-fluid dynamics design of turbo-expanders for ORC is presented in [13].

Volumetric machines remain the best choice.

Scroll expanders (Fig. 4) are developed from scroll compressors operating in an expander mode. In last years many researchers have evaluated their performance and probably they are the best choice for small-scale applications[14].

**Figure 4. Scroll expander and Screw expander**

Screw expanders (Fig. 4) have the advantage of a simple architecture and they can achieve an outlet power above 20kW [15].

Despite these considerations, we had to notice that the aim of this paper, is to evaluate the feasibility to design, and eventually build, a dynamic expander.

The paper is focused on the design of a small-scale ORC radial turbine for energy recovery from the exhaust gas of a Diesel engine using R245fa as working fluid. The request power of the system is 5 kW with an available exhaust gas flow rate of 0.16 kg/s at 848K. This temperature is high for a typical ORC application, especially for the required low power; this means that the energy content is too high and probably the use of Rankine Cycle instead an ORC would be more efficient, nevertheless for a compact application an organic fluid is more convenient, because the dimensions of the heat exchangers are smaller.
4 Thermodynamic simulation

The thermodynamic simulation of the ORC cycle was performed by CAMEL-Pro™ process simulator, a software developed at the Mechanical Engineering Department of the University of Rome “Sapienza”[16]. Since the power is not high, it is not convenient to design a sophisticated cycle with preheaters or re-heaters commonly used in large-size plant. Thus, the cycle is very simple and only few components are required (Fig. 5):

1. Air Heat Recovery: it is a heat exchanger where the organic fluid warms up and changes its phase from liquid to vapor. This transformation is considered isobaric and in the phase changing is also isothermal.
2. Steam Turbine: it operates between the pressure imposed upstream and downstream by the heat recovery and the condenser.
3. Condenser: used to condensate the organic fluid with water. This transformation is considered isobaric and also isothermal during the phase changing.
4. Pump: it increases the pressure of the organic fluid, now liquid, up to the pressure inside the Air Heat Recovery.
5. Flow Mixer: necessary to add the possible make up flow rate.

From the statement of the problem, the input constrains are:
The output power from the turbine (flow 6): 5kW
The available mass flow rate of the exhaust gas (flows 3 and 4): 0.16 m³/s
Temperature of the exhaust gas (flows 3 and 4): 848K

Figure 5. ORC Plant layout in CAMEL-Pro™

The temperature of the inlet water is set to 293K, hence, considering the finite dimensions of the condenser and its losses, the organic fluid should condense at 301K, because it cannot reach lower
temperature. Thanks to the thermodynamics properties, setting the condensation temperature means that the condensation pressure is fixed. From the thermodynamics tables for R245fa [11], this fluid condenses at 301K with a pressure of 170kPa. Since the expander is a single-stage turbine, it has a limit in the pressure ratio, for this reason the upstream pressure is fixed too.

Analyzing the very few models available a $\beta = 3.2$ has been considered which means a $P_{\text{upstream}} = 550\text{kPa}$.

The turbine adiabatic efficiency has been underrated at $\eta_{\text{ad}} = 0.75$ to be sure that the outlet power was at least 5 kW and the efficiency of the pump is fixed to 0.9.

The results obtained by the process simulation are reported in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>$m$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
<th>$T$</th>
<th>$h$</th>
<th>$s$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.293</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>-187.2</td>
<td>-0.656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.293</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>49.1</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.293</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>31.6</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.293</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>-187.5</td>
<td>-0.656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.293</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>-187.2</td>
<td>-0.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Proposed expander design method

The procedure adopted to design the radial turbine is based on Harold Rohlik study [17]. In this study five specific losses for various combination of stator exit flow angle $\alpha_1$ are calculated and the outlet to inlet diameter ratio $d_2/d_1$, and the ratio of stator blade height to rotor exit diameter $h_1/D_2$ are then extrapolated.

The three independent variable from which started Rohlik optimization procedure are:

$52^\circ < \alpha_1 < 83^\circ$

$0.04 < h_1/D_{2,m} < 0.68$

$0.2 < D_{2,m}/D_1 < 0.6$

Rohlik defined the following state (Fig. 6): 0 stator inlet, 1 rotor inlet and 2 rotor outlet. The angle $\alpha_1$ is the complementary angle formed by the direction of U and V in the velocity triangle. $h_1$ is the height of the rotor blade, $D_{2,m}$ diameter of the midspan section at the exit of the rotor and, finally, $D_1$ is the diameter at the rotor inlet.
The losses considered are stator loss, rotor loss, tip-clearance loss, windage and exit kinetic energy. According to these calculation, Rohlik developed some charts that show optimal geometric and kinematic parameters for every specific speed $n_s$.

$n_s$ is expressed through the three independent variables:

$$n_s = \frac{60 \times (2\pi)^{3/4}}{\sqrt{\pi}} \times \left( \frac{\Delta h}{\Delta h^2} \right)^{3/4} \times \left( \frac{u_1}{v_l} \right)^{3/2} \times \left( \frac{V_2}{u_2} \right)^{1/2} \times \left( \frac{D_{2,m}}{D_1} \right)^{3/2} \times \left( \frac{b_1}{D_{2,m}} \right)^{1/2} \quad (1)$$

The charts reported in Fig. 7, developed by Rohlik, were used in our work in order to choose and verify the optimal geometric and kinematic ratio of the machine. This charts permit the systematic selection of optimum turbine size and shape for a variety of turbine application.

**Figure 6:** Reference turbine configuration in Rohlik method

**Figure 7:** Rohlik chart for blade design [17]
Figure 7 shows the optimal (in term to static and total efficiency) angle $\alpha_1$, as a function of specific speed. It can be notice in Fig. 8 that Rohlik angles are complementary to ours one.

**Figure 8: Rohlik angles**

Moreover, the charts reported in Fig. 9 show the optimal trend, as a function of specific speed, of the ratio of the stator blade height to rotor inlet diameter $b_1/D_1$ and the ratio of rotor exit tip diameter to rotor inlet diameter $D_{2e}/D_1$.

There is an upper limit on $D_{2e}/D_1$ which must not exceed 0.7. Finally, Rohlik also presented three optimum turbines (Fig. 10) sections geometry, that correspond to the curve of maximum static efficiency at three values of specific speed.
6 Preliminary design of radial turbine for ORC

As reported in the previous the process simulator gave us all state properties of the ORC cycle (pressure, temperature and enthalpy at inlet and outlet turbine sections), the Euler’s work and the mass flow rate evolving in machine.

Setting the degree of reaction $R_\rho$ at 0.5, pressure, enthalpy, temperature and, consequently, density at rotor inlet section have been calculated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3: Thermodynamic conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Simulation results $\beta = 3.2$</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_e$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho_0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho_2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4: Rotor inlet conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rotor Inlet $\beta = 3.2$</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_1$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The equation set is:

\[ Q_1 = \frac{m}{\rho_1} = \pi D_1^2 b_1 U_1 \varphi_1 \delta_{p1} \]  
\[ Q_2 = \frac{m}{\rho_2} = \pi \frac{D_2^2}{4} (1 - \chi^2) U_2 \varphi_2 \delta_{p2} \]  
\[ L_E = U_1^2 \psi_1^2 \]  
\[ U_1 = \frac{\omega D_1}{2} \]  
\[ U_2 = \frac{\omega D_2}{2} \]  
\[ \rho = F(p, T) \]  
\[ \frac{p_2}{p_0} = \left( \frac{T_2}{T_0} \right)^{(k-1)n_p/k} \]  
\[ \omega < 0.9 C_{s2} \]  
\[ \psi_2 = 0 \]  
\[ U < U_{\text{max}} \]  
\[ \delta_{p1} = \delta_{p2} = 0.9 \]

There are five degrees of freedom in the design procedure. Setting \( \psi_2 = 0 \), in order to optimize Euler work, and \( R_o = 0.5 \), that means \( \psi_1 = 1 \) and radial blade at the rotor inlet because of structural reason and in order to optimize efficiency leading to Chen and Baines chart, has been calculated the blade speed:

\[ U_1 = \sqrt{\frac{L_E}{\psi_1}} \]

The value of \( U_1 \) respects the condition \( U/V_s = 0.7 \), where \( V_s = \sqrt{2L_E} \).

To limit the machine overall dimensions, the rotor inlet diameter \( D_1 \) has been set at 0.1 m. Then the rotational speed has been found:

\[ \omega = \frac{2U_1}{D_1} = 2626 \text{ rad/s} = 418 \text{ s}^{-1} = 25090 \text{ rpm} \]

From these results, \( n_s \) and \( d_s \) has been calculated, 0.3 and 6.2 respectively, and from Balje's chart we found an efficiency of about 0.83, that is acceptable.

6.1 Inlet section

\( \psi_1, D_1 \) and \( U_1 \) are known. \( \psi_1 = 1 \) so \( V_1t = U_1 \) and we calculated the magnitude of \( V_1 \) taking the value of \( \alpha_1 = 10^\circ \), with \( n_s = 0.3 \) from Rohlik's diagram. Then, \( w_1 = V_1m \) and \( w_1 \) has been found and the velocity triangle at the inlet is completely defined. Finally the inlet blade height \( b_1 \) has been
calculated from the continuity equation. The $b_1/D_1$ ratio is close to the optimal region from Rohlik's chart and the sonic limitations: $V_1 < 0.93 \ C_s_1$ is respected (where $C_s_1 = 142 \text{ m/s}$ from tables) The inlet section kinematic and geometry values are reported in the table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5: Inlet section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$D_1 [\text{m}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(90- Rohlik) [$^\circ$]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\psi_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_1 [\text{m}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_1/D_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_1 [^\circ]$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2 Outlet section

It has been set $\phi_{cb} = \phi_2 \frac{D_2}{D_1} = 0.25$ from Chen and Baines chart and $\frac{D_{2m}}{D_1} = 0.4$ from Rohlik's study, $\phi_2$ and $D_{2m}$ has been found. Consequently, $U_{2m}$ and $V_{2m}$ are known and, knowing that $V_{2t} = 0$, relative speed $w_{2m}$ has been calculated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6: Outlet section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{2m}/D_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{2m} [\text{m}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{2i} [\text{m}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{2e} [\text{m}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{2e}/D_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b_2 [\text{m}]$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The velocity triangle on the mean line is completely defined. From the continuity equation, $D_{2i}$ has been found and consequently $D_{2e}$ and $\chi = \frac{D_{2i}}{D_{2e}}$ are known. Finally, it have to verify if Rohlik limits have been respected:

$$\chi \geq 0.4$$

$$D_{2e}/D_1 \leq 0.7$$

These results, about sonic limitation of choking, are acceptable and the choking in the rotor is avoid.
In Fig. 11 the velocity triangles at inlet and outlet section are shown.

**Figure 11:** Blade shape and velocity triangles

![Velocity triangles](image)

### 6.3 Shape of the blades

Once defined the thermodynamic conditions of the fluid entering and exiting the impeller through CAMEL-Pro, and the velocity triangles, diameters and blade heights in the inlet and outlet sections, we started the sizing of the blade profile. First, the mean line has to be defined: we chose to use a portion of straight line and an arc linked. 20 points as equidistant as possible are considered, (Fig. 12). The target was to determine the velocity triangles at each point, to calculate the height of the blade profile deriving the hub and shroud lines of the impeller. First, having the y coordinates of each point (corresponding to the distance of the point from the rotational axis), it is possible to calculate the rotational speed at each point. At this point, knowing the initial value $W_1$ and the final value $W_2$ of the relative velocity, a linearly increasing trend of $W$ along the mean line of the blade has been assumed. Finally, the value of the angle $\beta$ at any point of the mean line has imposed. In this way we are able to calculate the meridian velocities, which are fundamental, to define of the height of the blade profile and the tangential speeds. For the distribution a trend shown in Fig.13 has been chosen. Assimilating the working fluid to perfect gas, to determine the density at any point, the temperatures and pressures at the same points are needed. For temperature a linear progression along the mean line (the rotor inlet temperature, pressure and density have been calculated from the degree of reaction, entering in the
Mollier chart of R245fa) are adopted, while pressures were determined through the relationship between pressure and temperature in the case of the polytrophic expansion. The volumetric flow rate at each point is so defined. To calculate the height of the blade profile, initially the target area, the meridian velocity and \( \delta=0.9 \) have been set. We have obtained the value of the section area in function of blade height.

The points defining the hub and shroud lines were obtained respectively by subtracting and adding to the coordinates of the mean line, previously defined, the half-height of the blade profile in a direction perpendicular to the tangent to the curve.

Finally, to maintain a certain uniformity of the meridian velocity and a constant Euler work on the section, the blades necessary must be twisted. All data collected are reported in table 7.

**Figure 12:** Straight line and points distance on it

**Figure 13:** meridian velocity trend

---

**Table 7: Design procedure results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HUB</th>
<th>TIP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( V_t ) [m/s]</td>
<td>( U ) [m/s]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>131,3</td>
<td>131,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>118,1</td>
<td>118,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>112,7</td>
<td>112,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>106,1</td>
<td>106,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>98,8</td>
<td>100,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>91,2</td>
<td>94,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>83,3</td>
<td>88,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>75,4</td>
<td>83,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>67,3</td>
<td>78,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>59,2</td>
<td>72,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>51,4</td>
<td>68,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>43,7</td>
<td>63,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>36,4</td>
<td>59,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>29,5</td>
<td>55,1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>23,0</td>
<td>51,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>17,0</td>
<td>48,1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.4 Number of blades

In order to minimize losses but at the same time a well guided flow, the analytical equation for the number of blades imposes:

\[ Z_{\text{min}} = 2 \pi \cotg (\alpha_1) \]  

(13)

Where \( \alpha_1 \) is the angle between \( V \) and \( U \) at the leading edge. This trend is plotted in Fig. 15. At low values of \( \alpha_1 \), the equation gives a very high number of blades, in our case 36. A number of blades so high produces great friction losses, thus, Glassman suggests to calculate the minimum number of blades using the following empirical relationship:

\[ Z_{\text{min}} = \frac{\pi}{30} (\alpha_1 + 20) \cotg (\alpha_1) \]  

(14)

Thanks to this relationship, the number of blades is fixed to 18, but since the number of blades is always chosen equal to a prime number to avoid vibrations in coupling with the stator, the final result for \( z_p \) is 19. Actually, the number of blades should be corrected through the slip factor but in our case its influence can be neglected and then the number of blades does not change.

A 3D sketch of the obtained turbine blade is presented in Fig. 15.

\[ \sigma = 1 - 0 \frac{\pi \sin \beta_2}{z} \theta \]  

(blockage factor = 0.5-0.6)  

(15)

Figure 14: Number of blades vs \( \alpha_1 \) angle
7 Structural analysis and simulation: choice of material

Through the SolidWorks [18] software, the simulation of the rotor for four different materials has been carried out. In table 8 the description and the characteristics of the four material investigated are reported.

Table 8: Investigated materials characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Molten carbon steel</td>
<td>200000</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>$3.363 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$7.536 \times 10^{5}$</td>
<td>18.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon steel</td>
<td>210000</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>$3.195 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$6.822 \times 10^{6}$</td>
<td>18.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromium stainless steel</td>
<td>200000</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>$3.354 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$7.163 \times 10^{5}$</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel alloy</td>
<td>210000</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>$3.154 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$6.735 \times 10^{5}$</td>
<td>18.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The material chosen after the simulations is carbon steel. The same material will be used for shaft, stator and volute. On the software, centrifugal force has been set as main stress, setting the value of the rotational speed and the axis of rotation. In this first phase the contribution of the pressure drop has been neglected, and for “computational constrains” only single blade has been simulated. The analysis supply structural resistance to mechanical stress of the blade and the main characteristic of the blade behavior by:

- Von Mises stress (figure 16)
- Displacement (figure 17)
- Strain (figure 18)

Figure 16 shows the trend of value of Von Mises stress, located at the base of the blade with the rotor disk. In the case of the chosen material (carbon steel), the results obtained supply a value that is lower than the threshold value.
Similar considerations can be done for the results reported in figure 17. Analyzing the displacement of the blade it is evident as it is located in the outlet section (in correspondence of \(D_2\)), but still below the threshold.

Finally the map of strain. It is at each point (Figure 18) below the critical value.

These results confirm the validity of our choices. First of all, of the material (carbon steel), it can be noted as there are not structural problems, as we expected, because of the low rotational speed. Moreover there are not thermal problems because the maximum temperature is about 90 °C which the material can safely support, without any difficult.

**Figure 16 : Von Mises stress**

![Von Mises stress](image1)

**Figure 17 : Displacement**

![Displacement](image2)
Conclusions and future developments

This paper presents the thermodynamic feasibility of an innovative Organic Rankine Cycle and a preliminary design of its main component, the expander.

The novelty lies in the choice of this component. The intention is to see if you can make this device, "breaking" the usual practice, that today uses volumetric expanders. The main challenge of the analysis are the imposed size and weight limitations that require a particular design. The procedure also presented quite a few problems, since the only references were those defined and described by Rohlik. Finally a preliminary design of the impeller has been provided.

At the same time, as previously described, a possible system layout has been analyzed and the requirements for a prototypal application investigated. This simulation has been important both because it has provided feedback on the values of the expander and supply information on the nominal power of the system and about the behavior of the R245fa, as working fluid.

Further development of the study will include to complete the design procedure, including stator and volute, to supply a complete layout of the device, to perform other thermodynamics simulation with other organic fluids such as R134 to investigate by a thermodynamic study the super-heater and/or a pre-heater components and to study the interaction between components and the organic fluid.

And, finally, a market and cost analysis. All this data can be a valid support for the final step of the research, that is the realization of the prototypal ORC system.

Nomenclature

\[ d, \quad \text{diameter [m]} \]
h, specific enthalpy [kJ/kg]
L, work [J]
p, Pressure [kPa]
R_p, degree of reaction
T, Temperature [K]
U, periferic velocity [m/s]
V, absolute velocity [m/s]
W, relative velocity [m/s]
ρ, density [kg/m^3]
δ, blockage factor
φ, flow rate coefficient
ψ, load coefficient
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